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Wind Tunnel Tests of Eight Sailplane
Wing-Fuselage Combinations

L.l{.1,ll. Boermans
D. C, Terleth

DeI ft tiniversity of Technologv
Departrent of Aerospace Engineering
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fuselage drag. Fuselages 2 and 3 have
the saoe forebody as fuselage I, but
di ffer in contraction ratio behind the
location of naxinun thickness and have
a l/3 thinner tailboon.

INTRODUCTIO}J

'lhen 
an "optimal" fuselage is added to

an "optimal" wing, the perfornance of
the conbination nay be disappointing cue
to Hing-fuselage Jnterference effects.
There is extensive I iterature on this
subject indicatinq the complexity of
the problen, however, publications
focussed on sai lplane appl ication are
scarce. In order to qet insiqht in the
flov phenor.rend ard to gather Fxperi-
mental data, also useful in sailplane
perfonnance estimation stuCies, a liter-
ature study and a lrind tunnel invest-
igation has been perfonned. The
measurenents v/ere made in the low-speed,
low-turbulence wind tunnel of the
Departnent of Aerospace Engineering at
the Delft Universitv of Technology.

The wind tunnel riodel s were provided
by DFVLR Braunsch{eig. They rrere made
and used in a previous wind tunnel
experiment by R. Radespiel , Ref. I.
Some results of this studY are
grateful ly quoted.

14ODELS

Ei ght uing-fuselage conbinations vere
obtained by conbining three different
fuselages with a wjng at various
posi tions, Fi g, 1.

The basic fuselage, No. I, is a 1:3
scale fuselage nodel of the vtel I -known
sail pl anes ASH-]9 and ASl,l-20. It was
chosen because analysis of neasured
speedpol ars indicated relatively lov

riB ii !nlg-fqserasc 'mbDiticnc

Ihc winq is untapered dnd lras the air-
roil Fx62-K-l3l/17 (flap angle zero
deqrces), Accordint to Ref. 2 a higlr
vrinq nosition is preferdble for aero-
d-uni'nic reasons. Therefore, the wing on
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the basic fuselage was shifted to a
higher position than on the sailplanes
nentioned before, resulting in fuseiage 1

configuration 2. Sinilar wing positions
are applied on fuseldges 2 and 3,
configuration l. Configurations 2 and 3
are obtained by shiftinq the uing in two
steps of 1/3 chord length backvard.

Finally, fuselage l is proviCed v/ith a
mjd-wing positioned l/3 of the chord
length fcrv/ard in vievr of a t\ro seat
application.

In all cases, the ving js set at
I degree incidence with respect to the
tail boon axi s.

Fuselagc coordjnates, positjon of wing
l.cding cdge dld relevdnt,Jato a1q giyat
in Tdbles 1 to 3 and Fig. 2.

Fig. 3, deduced from aeasurements in
Ref. l, illustrates the effect of
contraction ratio and |/ing location on
the pressure djstribution along the top
and the underside of the fuselagp.

Table l: Co.rdinates ol tlre fuseraSes (m)

TaLlf 2: rosition of !ins 1€3ding
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Table 3: Iuselage d.t.,
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I'IIIID TUIINIL, NODEL SUPPCRT AI]t} TESTry
Tle loH-speed I olv-turbul ence vind
tunnel is of the closed return type and
hds an interchdngedble octagoral tesr
sectjon 1.80 m wide and '].25 n high.
The turbulence level during the tests
was of the order of 0.04%.

The models were mounted upside dovn as
shovn in Fig. 4. The axis of rotation,
located at 40% chord, passed through the
tunnel walls and was attached to a
frame. This frame was suspended to the
six conponent balance system of the lrind
tunnel. The gap between the vJing tips,
axis of rotation and vind tunnel walls
!{as about I im.

In addition to balance measurements of
the isolated l,iing, drag measurements
tere Eiftimenr{ith a wake rake
traversing in spanwise direction at a
distance of 20% chord do\"rnstream of the
trajl ing edge. The rake util ized l5
total pressure tubes equall-y spaced at
2.5 mm, and 2 static pressure tubes.
All pressures were recorded by an auto-
natically readinq rilul ti -tube I iquid
nanometer. Transition of the boundary
layer lras detected by a stethoscope.
For flow vjsualization, the oil fjlm
technique !{,as used,
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The characteristics of the winq and
wing-fusel age coobinations were neasured
at a Reynolds number related to the wing
chord of 1,23 * loL'. Some measure-
nents were also perforned at
Rec = 0.7 * 106. However, the
results, being similar to the forner
ones, are not presented here.

At several wi ng-fusel age cor]binations
tests !.rere perforined with roughness on
the fuselage nose and with simulation of
a canopy - both a short and a long
canopy - lvhich was not flush lrith the
fusel age su rface.

0il flow patterns and stethoscope
neasurements were made to study the flow
behavior on the conbinations. In
additjon. to study the floll] behavior in
the junction region, oil flolr patterns
were made lrith a wing nounted on a
reflecti on plate,

OATA RFI-1I]CTTOII

A1l balance and hrake rake data were on
line reduced and thc lift, drag and
moment characteri sti cs, denoted by
CZ, Cy and Cll respectivelv. were
plotted usin{r the llP2ll4X-E conputer of
the Lolr Speed Laboratory.

Standard low-speed wind tunnel wall
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corrections, composed of solid and wake
blockage, I ift interference and
wake-buoyancy, $/ere applied according to
Ref. 3 and 4. These corrections on the
coefficienLs a[ount to 21 for the
isoldted wing and 5g for the wing-
fusel age combinations, The correction
on the angle of attack, being less than
0.1 degree was negl ected.

The drag due to v/ing-tip, tunnel-liall
interference was derived from balance
and v/ake rake measurenents of the
jsolated wing, Fig. 5. The v/ake rake
was set at a spanw'ise position where the
drag !r'as equal to the nrean of the drag
distribution measured aiong ].65 nt span
at three angles of attack $ithin the low
drag region ( c,. = -l .50, 0o and 50).
In this region the drag difference
between t{ake rake and balance neasure-
nents, plotted against the lift coef-
ficient sq'Jared. is linear as shohn in
Fig. 6, indicatin-o an effective aspect
rati o of 11 5-

Beyond the lol,,, drag range the position
of transition strongly depends on local
airfoil shape ouality, and a relatively
high local draq coefficient may result
as shown by the !,/ake rake neasurements.
Sinilar results with the sane linear

I
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relationshi p viere obtained at
Re = 0.7 * 106, Hence, all balance
measurements rere corrected for
$/ing-tip, tunnel-wal l lnterference by
taking into account, at corresponding
angle of attack, a drag value according
to this straight line relat'ionship. As
an example, Fig. 7 shows the nean
profile drag of the isolated lvjng and
the drag characteristics ol the basiL
fuselage l, configuration 2. In
addition, the lift and moment charac-
teri sti cs are given.

These coefficients, Dased or tne nodcl
!/in9 surface of 0.54 n1 and nodel ?i ing
chord of 0.30 n, were used in analyzing
thp effects of fuselage shape and winl
location with respect to the isolated
wing characteristics, and the effects of
disturbances on the fuselage forebody.

In actual situations these effects are
srialler due to thp larger referencp !{i4g
area, Hence, for sailplane performance
estimation, the results $ere converted
to a v/ing area of l0 m2 which is
typical for a high perforntance '15 m span
sailplane. Assuming this wing has the
airfoii characteristics as neasured for
the isolated wing, Fig. 7 also shQr?s the
characteristics conveited to 10 m2.

RESULTS

l. l,lj ng- fuse lage Interference Effects

To provide insight in the experimental
results and related lring-fuselaqe inter-
ference effects, a descrjption of the
fo!r main aerodynamic effects \'rj l'l be
qiven, as compiled from Refs. 5 to 12.

a. Di splacenent Effects,
oue to the displacenent of the fuselage
the streanwise velocity dist.ibution on
the winq chnnqes towards the junctjon,
depending on the relative dinensions of
the fuselage and wing and resulting
curvature of the intersection I ines.
For instance, the velocjty in the
junction of a syrinetrical wing, attached
in a midving position to a cylindrical
fuselage, both set at zero angle of
attack, js reduced except near the
leading anil trailing edges. Since the
velocit,v distributions on upper and
I ower surface are equa1, no I i ft

results. If the ratio of wing thickness
and fuselage diarieter tends to zero,
Bhich represents the case of a wing
attached to a reflection plate, the
i nduced vel oci ti es vanish,

b. Effects of Asynnetry.
If the previous wing is shifted to a
h i gh-wi ng positjon, the intersection
ljnes along the upper and lovler surface
differ. As a consequence, the velo-
cities in the.junction are decreased on
the upper sidc and jncreased on the
lover side. The lift curve is decreased by
d flore or lpss (onstan! dillFrcntidl Ct .

For a 1or-wing drrdngenent the oppositi
js true. Simil ar'ly, asymmetric
dispraccFent eff, cls occur 'vhe4 tn. v/ir9
is cambered, or set at an angle to the
fuselage, or shifted in longitudinal
direction on a waisted fuselage.

c, Li ft effects.
Consider again the cyl incrica'l fuselage
at zero angle of attack combined with a

symetrical wing in a mid-lving position,
rrorv se! dt i4 angl^ Lo the fuseldge.
Conpared to the isolated w'inO, the
interference reduces the spanvlise and
chordwise loadings to$ards the wing
roots, The pressure distributjon and
circulation around the viing roots are
transferred upon the fuselage in such a

way that Lhe loading dccreases doFro"i-
mately elliptically betNeen the iunction
and the axi s.

Uhen rotating the fuselage to the sane
aa'llc of attack as the winl, th4re is d

strong crossflow (named alpha flou) and
hence an upwash along the sides of the
fuselage which increases the lift curve
slcpe. For instance, in the case of a

circular cylindrical fuselage the angle
of attack at the riing roots is doubled
(because the velocity conponent llhich
crosses the cylinder is douhled at the
sides). llence, the spanNise ljft
dis!ri:Lt'on sl'nl.J\ !eal.s at thc trilq
roots, and the !,iing roots show Suction
peaks at the leading edge. Again, if
the winq is not in the midwjng position'
effects of asynnetry are introduced.
For instance, if the fuselage has the
sane angle of attack as the l./ing, the
lift at the wing roots decreases when
the wing is shifted to a high (or low)
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ving position due to the decrease of the
angle of attack induced by the fuselage.

d. Effects of Viscosity.
The bounoary layer on the fuselage is
not able to overcome the adverse
pressure gradient in front of the Hint
root leading edge and separates frofl the
surface along a separation I ine at some
distance around the iunction. The
separated surface rollS up into a vortex
wrapped around the }/ing root (and, as
uill be shown, a second vortex is
present closer to the iunction). This
viscous interference affects the lift at
the iunction in the sane order as the
previ ousl y dcscribed ilviscid inter-
ference effects, but the influence
extends far less in spanvtise direction.

At higher angles of attack the flow
separates at the rear part of the
junction, affected by the induced angle
of attack and the shape of the iunction.
These separated areas increase with
angle of attack and a pair of vortices
appear'leaving the wing upper surface.

l,lh'ile there is extensive literatlre on

wing-fusel age interference, rel atively
little has been published about the
induced drdq of wing-fusFlage conbina-
tions. A di fficul ty jn nodern theories
is that it is not known hovr the Kutta
condition should be fulfilled. From
classical theory, Ref. 12, the relation

;

co. cn.
1ell.

d = fus€lase dianeter

flin

d:

t,\:
F6i

'indicates an induced drag increr,rent of
only 0.5% for a l5 rn span nid-wing
configuration i{ith a fuselage of 0.75 m

diameter. A low additional induced drag
is also obtained with the practical
estimation procedure given in Ref. 5.
However, at hiqh lift coefficients flow
separation in the junction affects the'lift distribution and consequently the
induced draq. In the next analysis of
the experimental results the induced
drag contrjbution is left out of the
di sc uss i on,

2. Experinental Resul ts

Now to the experi ental result:: Fig. 8
gives an inCjcation of the largest
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d i fferences in characteristics
measured. Instead of showing the
charoctprislics ol all th. conbi,lations,
the Cifferences l,/ith respect to the

'_-...:

t5

isolated wing characteristics - being
more suitable for conparison and
analysis - are presented in Fig. 9.
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The lift of the combination is
generally lower than the lift of the
isolated wing because the fuselage and
interference generates less lift than
the portion of the wing covered by the
fuselage. If this portion decreases by
shifting the rijng upwards or backvards,
or because of a higher fuselage
contraction ratio, the lift decreoent
decreases.

The 1i lt-curve slope oi the conbind-
tions is generally higher than the'li rt-crrrvF slole ol tae isolater' ui'to
due to alpha flow. However, for the
nost reaniard wing location on fuselage 2

and for the intermediate wing location
on fuselage 3, there is an extra loss of
lift beyond about 3 deqrees angle of
attack. For the nost rearward wing
location on fuselage 3, this loss of
lift starts at an even lo!,/er angle of
attack. These conbinations also show
the hiqlrest drag increasc with anglo of
dttack. 0bviously, the ac(unulation of
boundary layer naterial coning frotn the
forebody and flowing over the upper
surfacc of the luselage and iuncrion,
running uP aga'inst the successive
adverse pressure gradients of the
fuselage contraction and the wing, leads
to thick boundary layers and eventually
ear'ly separation in the iunction.
(Separation at the trailing edge of the
isolated vring starts at about 5 degrees
angle of attack. ) If the fuselage fits
to the streamlines of the ving, cross-
flow effects are minirnized. {This
design principle of streaml ine shaping
was applied by }luttrny in l'134. Ref. ll.
llence, better results for fuselage 2,
configuration I at 5 degrees angle of
attack, in conparison to configuration 3,
are largely due to better fitting of the
forehody to thc streamlines of the wirg,
as shown in Fig. 10.

Another cffect due to alPha flou is
the drag increase around -2 degrees
anqle of attack for all combinations.
At this anqle the drag of the isolated
wing js low and at the lower boundary of
the lo\r drag bucket. 0n the combina-
tiois, however, the ving root areas are
effectively at a more negative angle of
attack, thus operating below the lo\'i
drag bucket and causing the drag
increase. At -3 degrees angle of attack
the conplete ving has turbulent flow on

the lo\./er surface as on the isolated
winq, dnd the drdg difference is snaller
aqain. The drag increase of the
combinations {ith fuselaqe 2 or 3 is at
best 2/3 of the drag increase vith
fuselage l. since fusclage drag is
nainly due to skin friction, the
reduction in !,ietted surface for the
wai sted fuselages is primarilY
responsible for tt!is drag reduction.

Final ly, the differences in
pitchr'nq moment coefficiett al'out the
audrter lhord line shovr the desta_
bilizinq effcct when a luselaqe is added
to the wing. This effect increases with
angle of attack and with the length of
the forebodY.

In order to evaluate the effects of
the various conbinations on sailplane
performance. the results vlere converted
to a standdrd !./irg area ot l0 rz, ald
conpared at equal values of the lift co-
efficient (i.e. flight speed). Sj'rilar
to Fiq. B, an indication of the largest
differences is given in F'jq. 11. And

similar to the previous analysis, dif-
ferences in drag charactenistics are
presented, now viith respect to the worst
coirbination of fuselage '1 , configura-
l"ion 2.

The results, obtained by interpolation
and plotted on a large scale in Fig. .]2,

sho}r no practical drag djfference for
the tlro wing locations on fuselage I. A

significant and alnost equal reduction
has been obtained with the vaisted
fuselagec 2 and 3. A rearward vring
location has an advantage at the lol,/er
lift coefficients, but a disadvantage at
hiqh lift coefficients for reasons
descfljbed before, Fuselage 2, configu-
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ration 2 is aerodynamically equal to
fuselage 3, configuration I As always,
other aspects (as for instance the
structural and aerodynani c consequences
of negative ring sweep for center of
gravity reasons) have to be considered
as vell in choosing the proper
coobi nati on.

3. Flow Phenomena

The laninar boundary 'layer on the fore-
body of the fuselage is not able to run
up far against the adverse pressure
gradiont caused hy the contraction and
induced in front of the ying root, and
turns turbulent as slrown in the flow
pattern of Fig. 13, In the case of the
rear|,Jard wing locations on fuselage 3,
vrhere both adverse pressure gradients
are separated, the steep pressure
gradient due to contraction causes a
'lam jnar separation bubble surrounding
the fuselage. occasionally, a grain in
the oil substance caused a turbulent
wedge as shown in Fig. 14, The large
lncrease in turbulent area demonstrates
the detrimental effect of disturbing the
forebody fl ow.

The curved transition line on the wing
upper surface in Fig. 15, interrupted by
turbulent lredges again, indicates the
effect of alpha flo . Turbulent
separatjon occurs in front of the v./ing

trailing edge and the rotating accunu-
lation of oil in the junction fed from
the separated trailing edge, Fiq. 16,
shows the origin of the vortices.

Transition on the fuselage
forebody

\redge on the fuselageFig. l4: Turbulenl
{orebody

-.drFig. l5: Transil ion' lurbulent wedge6'
and separation on the lring

Fig. l6: Tlailing edge separation and
the oriSin of vortexlis. I 3:



Fie. l7: Laninar separation bubbte on
lover !rin8 surface

B1

0n the lower surfaci-,'laminar flov]
folIowed by a laminar separation buhble,
is present up to the junction flow,
Fig. 17, The persistency of the bubble,
il lustrated by its presence between the
turbulent wedges and the corner flow in
Fig, 18, was noticed before in an
experinent where air uas btown through
snall orifices in a wing, periodically
sPaced in spanvise direction, to
eliminate the laminar separation bubble,
Ref. 13.

A conplicated flolr pdttern Has
observed on the fuselage around the Hing
root, and a similar pattern t{as found on
the tunnel wall around the riing tip when
the gap was sealed. In order to
eliminate the effect of gravity on the
oil streaklines - there was some doubt
about this effect - a more detailed flow
investigation was performed with a
rectangular ving vrith aspect ratio 7.5
and lring section IJACA 642-A0)5,
mounted vertically on a larqe reflection
plate near the ceiling of the test
section. The boundary layer on the
plate was turbulent due to a transition
strip near the ieading edge. Fig. 19
shows a flou pattern nade at l0 degrees
angle of-attack and a Reynolds number of
0.F * l0l'. The picture, taken alter
the wing rvas removed, clearly shows the
dividing streaml ine in front of the
airfoil yhich ends in a singular point
on the separation I ine. According to
Ref. 7 the separated surface rolls up
into n vortex wrdppeo around the winS
root. As shoun in the picture, a second
vortex is present closer to the
junction, t./hjch merges with the first
one on the upper surface. A separated
region behind about 50% chord upper
surface is cl early narked,

4. Disturbance of the Forebody Flov

In order to rneasure the drag penalty due
to distrubances on the fuselage and to
verify a nethod to calculate the
cri ti cal roughness height, several
combinations v,/ere provided vi th
artificial roughness on the forebody.
Fig. 20 shows results for different
types of roughness at 5% of the fuselage
length. lully turbulent flol! and equal
drag coefficients $,ere obtained with a
tape of 2.25 mm thickness v,,ith digged-in

Fig. l8: Persistency of rhe laninar
separation bubble berveen
the turbulent vedges and
the corner f10'

Re

Fig. l9: Flov pattern on
plate i 11 = l0o
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which can be accepted as having no
effect upon the drag is sho$/n; the
roughness Reynol ds nunber is applicable
in case of two dimensional excrescences
as shown in Ref. 15. SinilarlY, the
right part of the figure sho!/s the
nininum heiqht of roughness l.ihich
guarantees L.arsition vi thout 

^ddinlundue extra drag due to it; the rough-
ness Reynolds nunber is valid for
roughness bands. (A slightly lower
value, /Rk = 24.5, is relevant in
calculatinq tae perl,Lissible - not
disturbing - height of isolated
excrescence s ). The figures indjcate
that in actual practice (scale factor
I:3) the flotr wiII be laninar up to hjgh
fliqht speed (Re. 3 * lnh) when
thc roughnpss height is helou a few
tenths of a 

'nil 
I ineter.

A canopy front edge which protrudes
from thc fuselaqe surface, producing a

step of 0.75 rn height, v/as sinulated by
sticking 0.25 mm thick tape to the
surface. Both a long and a short canopy
were sinulated, Fig.24. The results,
as illustrated in Figs. 22 and 23, show
a drag increase \'r'hich is rollghly
proportional to the increase in
turbulent area, and independent of the
angle of attack. The Reynolds numbers
at which the step starts to Produce
t,rrbulent flov or is rully ct+ectiva.
are in fair aqreement with the calcu-
lations again, In conclusjon, if flow
disturbance by the canopy front edge is
unavoidable, the short canopy is pre-
ferable because the edge is closer to
the natural transition position of the
sflooth fuselage and in an area !{here the
I ari nar boundary I ayer i s I e5s sensi ti ve

Lo rouqhncss thar in iha nosp reqton.
Finall;, l'q. ?/ 5l'ovrs Lhe d'aq vdlues
for th; three different fuselages and
eoual vinq Posjtion, coverted to
lCi n2. in;i(dtinq lhe trend of lne
iraq ina o.ag lnirs6sc cue Lo d (fLllv)
distrubing canopy fronl- eole cr complete
turbul ent fusel aqe flo\,{.

COIICLUD I I]G REIiARKS

sone oenerdl qudl i ta Li ve conclusions,
use lui i4 .tesiq4ing d \,r'ing-fuselaga
conbination fcr a high perfornance
sajIplane, are sur'marized'

edg! i5!€r [,,gtrt

bunps of I mm height every 5 nm, or with
a ro\{ of squares of tape lrith the sarire
thickness and neasuring 5 flm on the
sides. The results are simply denoted
bv "rouqhness." A 0.16 nlll thick flat
tape starts to-be effective at
PF. = 0.7 * lnb, and is lJlly eff.ctive
near Re. = 2 * l0o. Siailarly, a

0.25 n'''thick tapc, is lully effective at
ahoutRe.=I+10",

These ;esults are in fair drtreerent
$ith calcu'lations according to the
method of Ref. 14 if the proper rough-
ness Reynolds nuFrbers are applied,
I ig. 2l, ln the left pdrt of this
fjgure, the naxir,run height of roughness
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To nininize crossflolr effects and
postpone separation in the rear part of
the junction, the fuselage shape should
be fitted to the stiearil'ines of the lring
produced at a relatively hjgh lift
coeffi ci ent. The pressure gradients
along the tof cf the fusetage due to
contraction and due to the wing nay be
conrbined lrith each other to postpone
transition. 0n the fuselage, underside
contraction should start behind the
pilot's sedt but not later than the
(disturbing) vheel doors. The effects
of contraction ratio and vring I ocation
have been shown in this paper.

The floN in the junction is dnything
but laninar. Hence, great care has to
he lalien when thosp lariirar |Jing air-
foils are applied nhich have separation
problens jn case of turbulent flovl
conditions. AS shov/n in Ref. 16,
several wel l -known alrfoils have these
problems when the leading edge is
Lontaninated by i'r5ects or v,ctted bJ
rain. By proper'ly nodifying the airfoi'l
toeards the junction, or by applying
wing-fusel age fairings (thus nanipu-
lating the pressure gradients and load
di stri buti on by airfoil extension),
these problens can be alleviated. In
addition, a properly shaped leading edge
fairing elininates the local staEnation
regjon and, hence, suppresses the
fornation of the vortices around +,he

iunction, as shown in Refs. 17 and 18.

In desi gning ning-fuselage combina-
tions and fairings, basic potential fl olr
information, obtained from a three-
dinensional panel nethod, is indis-
pensible. As in airfoil design, an
inverse method such as the panel-like

-nethod of Ref. 19, devetoped for the
design of a wlng with prescribed
nressure di stri buti on and geonetric
constraints in the presence of a
fuselage, is of great use. Application
of these nethods, together with
experience as obtained in the present
i nvesti gati on, may'lead to improved
wi ng-fusel age cor bjnations.
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